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High-Power Emission via Large-Area VCSELs With
Single High-Order Mode Operation

Valerio Torrelli , Alberto Gullino , Member, IEEE, Alberto Tibaldi , Member, IEEE, Francesco Bertazzi ,
Michele Goano , Senior Member, IEEE, and Pierluigi Debernardi

Abstract—In this work we investigate patterned large-active area
AlGaAs vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) target-
ing high-power single-transverse-mode emission. As a first step,
our in-house 3D electromagnetic vectorial mode solver VELMS is
validated against preliminary experimental data. Then, VELMS is
applied to implement single-mode operation on VCSELs featuring
large-area rectangular oxide apertures. A comparative appraisal
of different mode selection strategies based on patterning the out-
coupling facet of the device is presented, providing a number of
alternatives for a broad audience of technologists.

Index Terms—VCSELs, High-Power, Large Active Area, Single-
Mode Emission, Optical Mode Solvers.

I. INTRODUCTION

V ERTICAL-CAVITY surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs)
are the reference light sources for a large number of

commercial usages due to their compactness, single longitudinal
mode, low power consumption and array-oriented manufac-
turing. Applications range from high-speed short-range data
communication in data centers [1], to gas sensing [2], up to
LiDAR for the automotive market [3].

In recent years, VCSELs are also being used as optical-
pumping sources for atomic devices such as Cs-based atomic
clocks, sensors, magnetometers and quantum gyroscopes [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. The laser source in
these devices is needed to populate the excited atomic states,
therefore the VCSEL is required to feature a transverse single-
mode emission at a specific target frequency, set at 795 nm in
the case of rubidium atoms [5], [6], [13], [14], for which the
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standard AlGaAs-based technology, customary for data-center
850 nm VCSELs, is applicable.

The easiest way to achieve single mode emission is to exploit
a small oxide aperture (<3μm). However, this strongly limits
the output power and worsens the thermal roll-over due to the
increased series resistance. As stated in [6], several designs
have been proposed to increase the output power whilst re-
maining within the single-mode regime, such as surface-relief
based circular VCSELs [15], [16] or circular devices whose
epi-structure features a particular alignment between the oxide
and the standing wave, obtained by modifying few p-DBR
pairs [6]. Both solutions present a single mode power around
4÷ 6 mW. However, these power levels are still quite low with
respect to what can be achieved with VCSEL arrays or large
active-area devices, featuring multi-mode emission, hence lower
spectral purity. For instance, a VCSEL with a rectangular active
area of dimensions 40× 10μm2 reported a multi-mode power
of the order of tens of mW [17], [18].

Following the preliminary ideas expressed in [19], this work
aims at investigating and designing large-area single-mode rect-
angular VCSELs. This is done by selecting a specific mode with
different surface patterning techniques, investigated via in-house
electromagnetic simulations. The proposed methods rely on the
fabrication of an array-like structure at the VCSEL outcoupling
facet, featuring just one unique super-mode distributed along the
rectangular structure.

As a preliminary step, Section II reports a comparison be-
tween measured and simulated far-field (FF) data for a relief-
based rectangular VCSEL, also accounting for thermal lensing
phenomena. From this comparison, it is possible to derive an
indirect measurement of the active region self-heating tempera-
ture. Then, in Section III, two different single mode designs are
investigated, focusing on different strategies to achieve threshold
reduction, injection uniformity and polarization control. Finally,
Section IV deals with the non-axial FF profile that is typical of
rectangular VCSELs (see [18] and Fig. 1), problematic for fiber
coupling applications.

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC SOLVER APPLIED TO RECTANGULAR

VCSELS: MODEL AND VALIDATION

Though the target emission wavelength is 795 nm, simulations
are first applied to a standard wavelength of 850 nm, for which
trial samples have been fabricated and experimental data are
available.
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Fig. 1. Left: horizontal cuts of the FF data for an 850 nm AlGaAs VCSEL with a patterned grating relief array at the outcoupling facet. Multiple curves of the
same color refer to nominally equal devices in different positions of the wafer, while blue and red curves differ in terms of injection current, set at twice and four
times the threshold current, respectively. Right: VELMS simulations of the same structure with a peak self-heating temperature ΔT of 0 and 6 ◦C. They provide
the best fit with the experimental results after a parametric variation of ΔT .

The scope of this section is to present the electromagnetic
solver and its validation versus experimental FF data of a
rectangular VCSELs emitting at 850 nm with an active area
of 30× 4μm2 (aspect ratio of 7.5), whose outcoupling facet is
patterned with a grating relief array of 8 elements. This is done
to increase the single mode operation (a further discussion on
this solution is reported in Section III).

This structure is investigated by means of our in-house Vcsel
ELectroMagnetic suite (VELMS), first published in 2001 [20],
used and validated against a variety of VCSEL designs [15], [19],
[21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], also self-consistently
coupled to carrier transport and thermal models for a compre-
hensive analysis of circular geometries [1], [29], [30], [31], [32],
[33].

Following [20], the VCSEL is described as a stack of lay-
ers (thicknesses and refractive indices) perpendicular to the
growth direction z. The fundamental input for the method is the
epi-structure of the VCSEL, featuring thicknesses and material
compositions. For the specific case of AlGaAs VCSELs, the
composition is defined by the aluminum content, which is then
translated into refractive index at the desired wavelength [34].
The method is based on the mode expansion technique. Indeed,
the transverse component of the unknown field Et, depending
on both z and the transverse position ρ, is expanded in terms of
the basis formed by the transverse components of the cylindrical
waves {eµ} (μ being a multi-dimensional label) of a uniform
reference medium, i.e.,

Et (ρ, z) =
∑

µ

aµ(z)eµ(ρ), (1)

{aµ} being the unknown expansion coefficients. At this point,
these can be properly ordered and stored into an unknown vector
A, whose dimensions depend on the number of cylindrical waves
used to represent the fields. From coupled mode theory [20],
[23], it is known that, within a single layer, the z-dependency of
A is governed by the coupled mode equations

dA

dz
=

(B +K)
A, (2)

B being a λ-dependent diagonal propagation matrix andK being
the coupling matrix. Besides the formulas presented in [20], the

key message is that the (μ, ν)-entries of K can be obtained as a
λ-dependent double integral over the transverse plane, involving
the transverse profile of refractive index of the layer and the
spatial distributions of the expansion and test cylindrical waves
indexed by μ and ν. For layers without transverse variations, the
double integral can be calculated analytically by exploiting the
orthonormality properties of the basis functions. On the other
hand, for layers featuring a transverse variation of refractive
index (such as the oxide layer), the overlap integrals provide
the coupling terms of K. For sake of efficiency, using polar
coordinates and properly parameterizing the oxide shape, it
is possible to perform the angular part of the double integral
analytically, leaving just the radial integral to be performed
numerically.

From (2), the generalized transmission matrix M of a single
layer of thickness L can be found as

M = e(B+K)L, (3)

from which the transmission matrix of a stack of layers simply
becomes the product of the single-layer transmission matrices.
Then, it is possible to determine the resonant condition exploit-
ing the reflection matrices at the top and at the bottom of the
resonator. To do that, one must also account for the modification
of the refractive index of the active layer Δna induced by the
gain. Finally, it is possible to obtain a λ-dependent eigenvalue
equation for the vector of expansion coefficients, whose eigen-
values are proportional to Δna. The emission frequency of the
VCSEL transverse modes is obtained by searching numerically
the zero of the real part of said eigenvalues, and the correspond-
ing imaginary part provides the threshold gain.

The model is validated for its application on such rectangular
structures against experimental FF data at different currents. To
obtain a better match with experimental data, the thermal lensing
phenomenon, i.e., the temperature-induced modification of the
refractive index due to self-heating, has to be taken into account.
To this end, a numerical solution of the heat equation was found
using a simplified thermal source uniformly distributed within
the rectangular active region. The obtained temperature profile
features elliptical contour lines in the transverse plane. After
translating the spatially-dependent temperature increase into a
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refractive index variation in all of the VCSEL layers as done
in [1], VELMS can be applied to the structure under analysis with
a varying peak temperature riseΔT with respect to the reference
room temperature. This allows us to investigate how the FF
profile varies with the self-heating temperature, increasing with
the driving current.

Horizontal cuts (along the long side of the rectangle) of the
experimental FF data are reported in Fig. 1 (left). The blue
curves represent the FF patterns for nominally equal devices at
the lowest injection current investigated, i.e., twice the threshold
current of the device. On the other hand, the red curves represent
the corresponding patterns for nominally equal devices at four
times the threshold current, yielding a higher temperature. The
FF profile is dominated by the two main side lobes, lacking a
relevant radiated power in the axial direction. Increasing current
(and self-heating), it is possible to notice a broadening of the FF
aperture, a lowering of the side external lobes, and an increase
of the strength of the internal peaks, more evident for the two
lobes closest to the two main peaks (the trends with increasing
self-heating are highlighted by black arrows). VELMS simula-
tions for a peak self-heating temperature varying in {0, 6} ◦C
are reported in Fig. 1 (right), which provide the best fit with the
experimental data. Besides finding a good agreement, also the
trends are reproduced. From the simulations, one can grasp how
much the temperature impacts on the various lobes, highlighting
that the ones closest to the main two peaks are the most sensitive
with temperature increase. Assuming a negligible self-heating at
twice the threshold current, reasonable for devices like the ones
investigated in [1], noticing that at four times the threshold the
investigated sensitive peaks are doubled in relative intensity, one
can infer that this corresponds to a peak self-heating temperature
in the active region of about 6 ◦C.

III. INVESTIGATED SINGLE-MODE DESIGNS

In this section, optimization strategies are applied to the target
case-study of a rectangular VCSEL emitting at 795 nm. A lower
aspect ratio, compared to that of the geometries investigated in
Section II, is chosen to improve the readability of the devices.
Yet, the optimization strategies presented in this section are
absolutely general and could be applied to whatever geome-
try. The reason we are interested in elongated rectangles is to
enhance the electrical injection uniformity in the active region
and to mitigate the self-heating [18]. Indeed, in the case of a
large-area squared VCSELs, the current density must undergo a
longer path to reach the central active area than in a rectangle.
Furthermore, a rectangle can dissipate the heat more efficiently
on its shorter side, improving the thermal roll-over and single
mode features [22].

More in detail, the investigated epi-structure is based on the
850-design, where the thicknesses have been downscaled to
reach the target of 795 nm. The only difference lies in the QW
AlGaAs composition, whose gain peak has to meet the target
wavelength.

Compared to standard circular geometries, the oxide aperture
is here a stretched rectangle with footprint 26× 6 μm2, i.e.,

Fig. 2. Calculated mode profiles at the outcoupling facet of a rectangular VC-
SEL with their corresponding threshold gain. Only x-polarization is displayed;
y-polarization features exactly the same threshold gain, wavelength and field
profile, since in the simulation no intrinsic anisotropy is included. Each mode
is indexed by the number of nodes along x and y. Emission wavelengths are
closely packed: all the modes in the figure lie within a wavelength interval of
0.5 nm.

more than 20 that of a typical circular single-mode device, hence
yielding a much higher optical power.

Fig. 2 presents the modes, simulated with VELMS, of this
device. These results agree qualitatively with [18]. Each mode
is indexed by a two dimensional label of integer numbers,
(nx, ny), nx and ny being the number of nodes along x and
y, respectively. VELMS is a fully vectorial method, therefore
each mode features the three components along x, y and z. In
Fig. 2 we are reporting the normalized dominant component
of the modes at the outcoupling facet of the laser, namely the
near-field profiles, together with their threshold gains. Since
mode discrimination solutions are not applied here, they have
similar threshold gains, which is compatible with the expected
multi-mode emission.

Now, we present design strategies aimed at single-mode op-
eration based on selecting a high-order mode by introducing
threshold gain penalties for all its competitors. The fundamental
idea is to introduce a patterning at the VCSEL aperture, which
mimics the topography of the mode. Such patterning can be
designed on the basis of the preliminary simulations presented
in Fig. 2.

We discard the idea of selecting the modes with ny > 0.
Indeed, with such an aspect ratio, the patterned structures needed
to select a mode with ny > 0 should be quite small and thus
more challenging from the manufacturing standpoint. The sit-
uation would be different for squared geometries like the one
investigated in [22], for which modes with nx = ny become a
reasonable choice.
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Fig. 3. Overview of the investigated designs (A and B) achieving the single-
mode emission. Each column represents one of the designs, described in terms of
transverse geometry (first row, axes are expressed in μm), dominant component
of the mode with the lowest threshold at the QW section (second row), at the
output section, i.e., the near field profile (third row), and far field profile. More
in detail, design A features the oxide aperture sketched by the green line and is
covered with metal everywhere except for the metal opening depicted in yellow.
Design B instead features circular grating surface reliefs within the red circles.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS CHARACTERIZING DESIGNS A AND B

Among the modes with ny = 0, considering that the aspect
ratio of the rectangle is about 4, the mode (4,0) is the one
featuring the most circular field spots, while the others are
quite elliptical (see the limit cases with nx = 0 and nx = 9
featuring the highest ellipticity). For this reason, the target of the
designs will be achieving single-mode, single-polarization (e.g.,
x) operation with the (4,0) mode. The following subsections will
present different possibilities to achieve this target.

The single-mode solutions investigated in this section rely on a
metallic grid and a grating relief array at the VCSEL outcoupling
facet, respectively, presented in Fig. 3. In view of a comparative
appraisal between the design strategies, four parameters are
investigated, which are summarized in Table I. These are:
� the threshold gain of the selected mode for both polariza-

tions, Gx
0 , and its y-polarized counterpart Gy

0 ,
� the threshold gain of the first superior (in gain) mode G1,
� the outcoupling efficiency ηo, defined as the ratio of the

optical power emitted by the device to that generated in
the QW active region.

The various design strategies will be described in detail in the
following subsections.

Design A: metallic grid

The first investigated solution to retrieve the single-mode
emission (design A), similarly to that simulated, realized and
characterized in [22], is based on patterning the outcoupling
facet with a metallic grid, consisting of a 50 nm Pt layer featuring
5 uniformly spaced apertures in correspondence to the field spots
of the mode (4,0). For the design A, the first column of Fig. 3
shows the transverse features of the investigated geometry, the
dominant component of the mode with the lowest threshold both
at the QW section and at the outcoupling facet (near field),
and the FF profile. The parameters characterizing the design
are reported in the first row of Table I.

Design A features a relative difference between Gy
0 and G1

of 23.4%, therefore much higher than the situation depicted
in Fig. 2, where the maximum relative threshold difference
between the modes is around 3%. Besides the optical advan-
tages, this solution can also improve dramatically the electrical
injection and its uniformity in the QWs, especially useful for
very large apertures.

This design lacks any polarization control (nearly equal Gx
0

andGy
0) and features a strong metal absorption (low outcoupling

efficiency). If polarization control is not an issue, then efficiency
can be improved by using elliptical metal apertures and this
design can be used.

Design B: grating relief array

The second investigated solution (design B) consists of a
grating relief array, where each grating relief is aligned with one
of the field spots of the mode (4,0). Similarly to the correspond-
ing solution for circular VCSELs, the reflectivity of the p-DBR
depends strongly on the thickness of the outcoupling layer, i.e.,
the cap layer. For a standard design, this thickness is optimized
to have the maximum DBR reflectivity and the lowest threshold
gain. In relief-based designs, the cap layer is grown longer,
targeting the highest threshold gain, and subsequently etched,
with a depth corresponding to the optimal design, following the
transverse profile of the mode to be selected. This procedure
strongly increases the thresholds for all the modes less than the
selected one, hence acting as a mode selector. This design also
allows for polarization control. Indeed, it is possible to etch a
grating in the regions where the relief is needed.

In this work, a sub-wavelength grating is employed to reduce
diffraction losses. More in detail, the grating alone is inves-
tigated with a rigorous coupled-waves analysis (RCWA) [26],
[35], which estimates its reflection and transmission coefficients.
These RCWA results are then identified with the reflection and
transmission coefficients of an anisotropic layer, obtaining the
ordinary and extraordinary refractive indexes of the correspond-
ing uniaxial dielectric tensor [36], which can be included in
VELMS. A sketch of the working principle is reported in Fig. 4.

From a quantitative standpoint, the thicknesses can be de-
signed by computing the 1D threshold gain, i.e., by neglecting
all transverse variations and focusing on the VCSEL stack for
ρ = 0, as indicated with a vertical dashed line in Fig. 5. Aiming
at maximizing the threshold gain a priori of the patternings, we
choose a cap layer thickness of 90 nm. From there, the right
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the relief design. For a standard VCSEL, the cap layer
thickness is optimized to have the lowest threshold for all the modes such as
(4,0) and (2,0), whose intensity is sketched above the laser (top). To only select
the mode (4,0), it is possible to raise the cap layer thickness to a point where the
threshold is high for all the modes (middle) and then etch in correspondence to
the peaks of the mode (4,0) (bottom).

Fig. 5. Left: calculated threshold gain from 1D simulations as a function of the
cap layer thickness. The inset represents the refractive index map of the structure,
highlighting the 1D cut. Right: calculated threshold gain for the fields parallel
and orthogonal to the grating bars with a fixed value of cap layer thickness of
90 nm. The inset shows the investigated sub-wavelength grating.

image shows how the threshold gain decreases as we etch into
the cap layer, favoring the field parallel to the grating bars. We
selected a grating etching depth of 50 nm, yielding the lowest
threshold for the parallel field. Now, the full three-dimensional
simulation can be carried out using the transverse geometry
reported in the second column of Fig. 3. The parameters of this
design are reported in the second row of Table I.

This geometry performs well as mode selector, yielding a
satisfactory relative difference betweenGx

0 andG1 of 29.9% and
an excellent control on the selected polarization given the high

value ofGy
0 . Furthermore, the absence of metal at the output facet

improves the outcoupling efficiency significantly with respect to
design A, raising it as high as 0.94. The only downside of such
a design is the higher threshold even for the wanted mode (4,0),
due to the reduced DBR reflectivity introduced by the portions of
non-optimized cap layer and by the absence of metal (note that
a metallic layer, besides introducing optical losses, increases the
overall reflectivity of the DBR, reducing the threshold).

IV. OPTIMIZATION OF FF PATTERN FOR FIBER COUPLING

A possible disadvantage of both designs in Section III con-
cerns their FF profile, in compliance with [18] and Fig. 1. Indeed,
it presents two strong symmetric side lobes, leaving the central
axial direction with little to no radiated power, significantly
worsening the efficiency in the case of fiber coupling [9], [10],
[37]. This is due to the alternating positive and negative peaks
in the near field profile, resulting in a destructive interference
effect. Looking at Fig. 2, it is possible to see that the positive
and negative peak values are exactly symmetric for the modes
with an odd nx, while slightly asymmetric for the modes with an
evennx, for which the destructive interference is less significant.
This leads the corresponding FF profile to show more radiated
power in the axial direction, another valid reason to focus on
selecting the mode (4,0) instead of the mode (3,0), which also
presents pretty circular contour lines. In general, mitigating the
destructive interference is a way to retrieve more power in central
FF region, but from Fig. 3 we can see that choosing an even nx

is not enough.
The solutions proposed in this section (designs C and D)

aim at achieving the single-mode emission while simultaneously
inhibiting the destructive interference effect resulting from the
near field profile, overall retrieving a central peak in the FF.

Design C: covered grating relief array

Design C combines designs A and B. Specifically, a grating
relief array corresponding only to the three positive field spots
of the mode (4,0) is used for mode selection and polarization
discrimination, while a 50 nm thick Pt layer is deposited on top
of the outcoupling facet. The latter features three rectangular
apertures in correspondence to the positive field spots where the
reliefs are localized, while simultaneously covering the negative
field spots. The results are reported in the first column of Fig. 6.
It can be noticed that, at the QW section, the field profile is
exactly the expected profile of the mode (4,0), featuring both
positive negative spots. However, at the output section, the near-
field is strongly affected by the metallic cover layer, yielding a
strong reduction of the negative field, whilst leaving the positive
regions mostly unaffected. This heavily inhibits the destructive
interference phenomena, yielding a FF profile with a central
peak, much better for fiber coupling applications.

The figures of merit qualifying this design are summarized
in the first row of Table II, showing a good relative separation
between Gx

0 and G1 of 22.2%, together with an excellent polar-
ization control and an improved electrical injection with respect
to design B thanks to the presence of the metal. Notice that
the value of Gx

0 for the design C is lower with respect to the
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Fig. 6. Overview of the investigated designs (C and D) achieving the single-
mode emission and optimizing the FF pattern, retrieving a central peak along
the axial direction. The designs are described in the same terms as the ones
in Fig. 3. Specifically, design C combines grating surface reliefs (indicated
red circles) with metal apertures (indicated with yellow rectangles). Design
D instead combines grating surface reliefs (withing red circles) with square
dielectric pillars indicated in blue.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS CHARACTERIZING DESIGNS C AND D

corresponding value for the design B, once again confirming that
the metal layer is able to reduce the VCSEL threshold gain due to
the increased reflectivity. Of course, the outcoupling efficiency
is worsened due to the increased optical losses.

To quantify the strength of the central FF peak, it is possible
to introduce the FF ratio RFF, defined as the ratio between
the central FF peak to one of the two side peaks. One can imagine
that a thicker metallic layer induces a stronger inhibition of the
destructive interference, yielding a larger RFF, a reduction of
Gx

0 due to the added reflectivity and a reduction of ηo due to the
added losses. This is investigated in Fig. 7.

As expected, Gx
0 is a decreasing function of the metal thick-

ness, with most of its variation taking place within the first
100 nm, ηo is a decreasing function with a linear behavior after
50 nm and RFF shows an increasing behavior, saturating after
150 nm. A trade-off between ηo and RFF is highlighted. One
can notice that choosing a metal thickness of 50 nm already
provides a FF ratio of 73%, with an outcoupling efficiency of
65%. Exceeding this value of metal thickness could lead to an
excessive worsening of ηo, this however depends on the specific
application.

Fig. 7. Impact of the metal thickness on the threshold gain Gx
0 , outcoupling

efficiency ηo and FF ratio RFF for the design C.

Design D: grating relief array with dielectric pillars

Finally, the last investigated solution (design D) aims
at achieving the central FF peak without worsening the
outcoupling efficiency, at the cost of a higher threshold gain Gx

0 .
To achieve this, three grating reliefs in correspondence to the
positive field spots are used for mode and polarization selection
just like in design C. However, the negative field spots are not
inhibited via a lossy metallic layer, but rephased by means of
100 nm thick Si3N4 pillars grown on top of the outcoupling facet
in correspondence to the negative field spots. The results are
reported in the last column of Fig. 3. Once again, it is possible to
see the usual profile of the mode (4,0) at the QW section, which
dramatically changes at the outcoupling facet. Indeed, the color
bar displays an extreme reduction of the negative portion of the
field, with the second and fourth near field peaks now being
positive and dominant with respect to the others. This in turns
reduces the destructive interference, yielding a strong central
peak in the FF profile. The characteristics of this design are
reported in the second row of Table II. It features a great relative
difference between Gx

0 and G1 of 32.0%, an excellent polar-
ization control and an almost unaffected outcoupling efficiency
with respect to design B. The downsides with respect to design
C (linked to the absence of a metallic layer) are a worsened
electrical injection and a relevant increase of Gx

0 of 14.8%,
translating into a higher threshold current. If the fiber-coupling
application under investigation only requires a high efficiency
and a good coupling, giving up the lowest possible threshold
current, this represents a better solution with respect to design C.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we applied our in-house electromagnetic solver
VELMS to relief-based large-area rectangular VCSELs. The ex-
cellent agreement with the experimental results further validates
our code and allow us to infer an estimation of the peak self-
heating temperature in the active region from the deformation
of FF profiles with respect to the cold-cavity case. We applied
VELMS to predict the impact of different design strategies,
looking for optimized solutions to achieve single-mode emission
within the context of large-area VCSELs for high-power atomic
excitation. We investigated four designs, based on selecting a
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high-order mode via the patterning of the outcoupling facet of the
resonator. For applications for which a good electrical injection
and a low threshold is needed, not requiring polarization control,
design A can be used. On the other hand, if the device threshold
is not an issue, design B can be employed, also ensuring the
polarization discrimination via the etching of a sub-wavelength
grating. Finally, for fiber coupling applications requiring an
axial FF pattern, both designs C and D can be used. Design
C is particularly useful for threshold reduction and electrical
injection, while design D can be employed for maintaining a
high outcoupling efficiency.

All of these techniques can be scaled for different aspect ratios
and different sizes and can be combined to achieve different
effects, depending on the specific applications.
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